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AdWords finally clicks for one computer repair firm
How LaptopMD+ found the right keywords and campaigns to cut
costs by nearly 20% and attract more clients.
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Businesses pay only when users click, but composing and formatting the ads is a challenge.
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How many keywords should you cram into a Google ad to drive business? As many as possible, reasoned the
leadership of LaptopMD+ of Midtown Manhattan.
Wrong.
Eight months ago, seeing its ad campaigns on Google founder, the firm, which fixes electronics that range from cracked
iPhone screens to bad keyboards and hard drives, hired a new chief marketing officer to change the approach.
The company's click-through rate for its main ad campaign shot from 1.09% to 5.3%, and the price for the campaign
dropped from an average of $2.57 per keyword click to $2.17.
"Success. It was the coolest thing to watch," said Alexandre Mouravskiy, the 20-employee firm's chief marketing
officer.
Google introduced AdWords in October 2000 with this announcement on its main page: “Have a credit card and 5
minutes? Get your ad on Google today.”
Since that debut, the model for AdWords has changed many times. The gist now is that companies—from multibilliondollar conglomerates to small firms like LaptopMD+—enter 24/7 online auctions for keywords they think are likely to
hit the sweet spot of consumer searches for the products and services they sell. Prices for keywords range from a few
cents to more than $20, and companies often run campaigns, which consist of groups of keywords and advertisements.
If the Google algorithm catches a match to the terms or essence of what a consumer is seeking, Google will post the
company's ad in the listings it shows consumers.
"Google AdWords, when used properly, can be the silver bullet that companies in this economy have been praying for,"
said Sergio Alvarez, the founder of Ai Media Group, an online advertising company based in Manhattan. "Unlike most
media, it can deliver true insights as to who the buyers are, where they live, how often they return to your website and

what exact language they use before they purchase."
Companies pay for what they get; if an ad drives a click-through, or an impression to the company's Web site or landing
page, that generates revenue for Google based on the bid the company has entered for the keywords—and ideally, the
company gets a new lead. Unless a consumer clicks through, no revenue is generated for Google, and the company
doesn't have to pay.
Here, Mr. Mouravskiy answers some questions on how his firm is using AdWords.
What was the main problem LaptopMd+ was trying to solve when you arrived on the scene eight months
ago?
We had been using AdWords for a variety of campaigns, but we were not seeing good click-through or conversion.
That meant we were spending money without driving revenue to the business. We had to fix that.
Can you give an example?
Yep, here's a good one. From March 2008 through November 2010, we ran a rather generic campaign to drive
business. This was the ad:
Laptop MD NYC—Manhattan
Data Recovery, Virus Removal, TuneUP
Free Consultation 877-FIX-LAPT/OP
www.LapToPmd.com
There were so many things wrong with this ad and the keywords behind it. We were loading up the ad with dozens of
unrelated keywords, like "data recovery" and "tune-up," which aren't really related. The Website URL was impossible
to read. And the use of capital letters was hard to read, too. It looked a little scammy to consumers and to me. Clickthrough was 1.09%, and our ad was in position 4.9 on average, which is not great.
What's a better example of something that works?
We're currently running an ad for “HP Screen Repair,” a very specific service and one you might not think would drive
new business. But it does, because if you have an HP screen that needs repair, you want to find a company that does
exactly that.
What exactly is the ad for that campaign?
It says:
LaptopMD—HP LCD Repair
HP Laptop Screen Replacement
Free Estimates—Same Day Service 24/7
LaptopMD.com/(212)920-4833
If you're not thinking about AdWords all day long, like I am, this may not look that different from the ad of a few years
back. But the specificity of the service we're advertising, the fact that the ad looks legitimate, and the way our URL
shows up all point to a more legitimate ad—and Google gives it higher rankings as a result. And it's generated more
business.
Can you target demographics, such as particular consumer ages or cities?
Absolutely. And that's one area where we're seeing a lot of improvement in the way AdWords works. Google

recognizes where you are from the IP address of the computer you're using. It may also have a profile on consumers
who've created them within Google. That's great information for Google, and it helps the consumer, too, because it will
show ads that are more relevant to the consumer's age and interests.
It sounds like you're constantly testing out new ideas and pivoting based on the information that comes in.
Exactly. In the old days of our company, we had one campaign that ran for over a year. Now we change our campaigns
monthly. Computer repair is not necessarily a seasonal thing, but we try to put out fresh campaigns to see how they do.
If they work, we'll hone the campaign based on the analytics we're seeing.
How do you see those analytics?
Go to adwords.google.com. You get log-in information the minute you join the program, and you can follow detailed
analytics for every campaign you run—like the click-through rate and the price you've ended up paying for each click.
How much are you spending each year on AdWords?
A little over $100,000, and we're seeing that money come back three or four times over in the form of new business—
even more for some campaigns.
How does AdWords fit into your overall marketing strategy?
There are two main ways we leverage AdWords in our overall marketing. First, it's a great research tool. It tells us
exactly the kinds of phrases, words and services customers are searching for and which ones they prefer for making
purchasing decisions. If we have new ideas and we want to see how well they work, we can have them up and running
in minutes, with good data coming in right away. Second, it's just great for branding. Even consumers that don't click on
our ads see our name in front of them potentially hundreds of times a month, so when they're ready to make a purchase,
we've already made a connection.
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